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[Six of the authors respond:]

We thank John Polito for his discus-
sion of the importance of blinding in
clinical trials. Blinding is undoubtedly
a key component of the validity of in-
ferences drawn from randomized con-
trolled trials. For this reason, it is in-
cluded in tools to assess the quality of
clinical trials, such as the Jadad scale.1

In our meta-analysis of randomized
controlled trials of smoking cessation
pharmacotherapies, we restricted our
study to double-blind trials so that only
trials of the highest quality would be
included.2 We agree with Polito that
maintaining blinding may be difficult,
particularly if study participants 
experience withdrawal symptoms.
However, although the importance of
blinding is well established, assessing
the integrity of blinding remains more
controversial.

In a recent analysis of randomized
controlled trials that reported tests for
the success of blinding, Hróbjartsson
and colleagues found that less than 2%
of trials reported such testing.3 Others
have reported this percentage to be as
high as 8%.4 One reason few trial re-
ports include tests for blinding is that it
is unclear what these tests actually
measure. Some have argued that such
tests are often biased.5 These tests often
do not test blinding but rather test the
participant’s or physician’s belief re-
garding the efficacy of the treatment.6

Thus, the fact that patients who are 
randomly assigned to receive placebo
and subsequently resume smoking cor-
rectly guess their allocated treatment
may not be a reflection of the blinding

itself but rather of their belief that the
placebo is not efficacious.

Blinding plays an important role in
ensuring the validity of clinical trial re-
sults. However, improved methods are
needed to assess the success of blind-
ing. Until such methods are developed,
incomplete blinding is a potential limi-
tation to most clinical trials.
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Correction

In a recent research article on stable
angina,1 a sentence in the “symptoms
and prognosis” section of Results that
read “Among South Asian people with
atypical pain, the symptom score was
associated with coronary outcomes
(Figure 3, unadjusted log rank test
p = 0.30)” should have read “South
Asian people with atypical pain were
as likely as white people with atypi-
cal pain to experience a coronary out-
come (Figure 3; unadjusted log rank
test p = 0.88).
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